CONTACT US - 8806128787/8806448787

WELCOME

TO
ASHOKVILLA RESORT
 ashokvillaresort.bpointer.in
 ashokvillaresort@gmail.com

ABOUT US
“ WELCOME Ashok Villa Resort Is
Adventurous Resort Providing A Perfect
Destination For One Day Trips, Stay And All Your
Special Events, Like Weddings, Birthday Parties,
And Events Like Corporate Meetings And
Conferences."

 BEST LOCATION
Ashok villa resort located near mahbaleshwar …

 24*7 HOURS SERVICE
We are also well-equipped with a friendly staff at your service 24*7…

 ADVANCTURE CAMPING
We have also provided advanture activity , indoor & outdoor games…

 ACCOMMODATION
We have accommodation option for family,friend,couple…

 COMFORT
We will provide extra beds,matrix,subject to their availability…

Ashok villa rooms are very spacious and with good
interior. One room can occupy maximum four
persons.Ashok villa rooms have facilities as AC,
television, hot water, Hitea, breakfast, lunch &
dinner

Ashok villa cottage has river view gallery with leaving room &
bed room. One tent can occupy upto fourteen persons.Ashok
villa cottage have facilities as AC, television, hot water, Hitea,
breakfast, lunch & dinner

Ashok villa cabin house has garden view. one cabin
house can occupy maximum three persons.Ashok
villa cabin house have facilities as AC, television,
hot water, Hitea, breakfast, lunch & dinner.

Ashok villa dormitory is used as a conference and
activity hall. One dormitory can occupy maximum
hundred people. It is used for business/corporate
meetings.Ashok villa dormitory have facilities as
AC,Wifi, projector, attached washroom, sound
system, television, hot water, Hitea, breakfast, lunch
& dinner.

Ashok villa Swiss tents has river view gallery. Ashok
villa tents have different type of tents like royal
tent,AC tent etc. Ashok villa tents have facilities as
AC, television, hot water.

Ashok villa tents have different type of tents like royal
tent,AC tent,jungle tent etc. Ashok villa tents have
facilities as AC, television, hot water, Hitea, breakfast,
lunch & dinner.

THINGS TO DO IN ASHOK VIILA RESORT
We discovering nature ,you discover yourself

FARM HOUSE
BEST HOME STAY ASHOK VILL FARM HOUSE
 Farm Stay
 Experimental Stay
 Budget Farm Stay
 Hill Top Stay
 Boutique Stay

AGROTOURISM
Agro Tourism Is The Latest Concept. This Normally
Occurs On Farm. It Gives An Opportunity To
Experience The Real Enchanting And Authentic Contact
With The Nature, Taste The Local Genuine Food And
Get Familiar With The Various Farming Tasks During
The Visit.

ACTIVITIES IN ASHOKVILLA RESORT
SKILL ACTIVITIES
ARCHERY
Archery is the most popular form of archery, in which members
shoot at stationary circular targets at varying distances.

RIFLE-SHOOTING
RIFLE-SHOOTING sports is a collective group of

competitive and recreational sporting activities involving
proficiency tests of accuracy, precision and speed in
shooting

Horse riding
Horse riding is a great form of exercise which has both
cardiovascular and muscle conditioning benefits. Horse riding
is recognized as having excellent therapeutic qualities.

WATER ACTIVITIES
RAIN DANCE
RAIN DANCE a ceremonial dance performed by tribal
people with the intention of causing rain to fall rainmaking is
a weather modification ritual that attempts to invoke rain

BOATING
BOATING SPORT Spend A Fun Day With Friends And
Family At These Boating Spots

MUD RUNS
Mud runs are a non-traditional event consisting of militarystyle obstacles and — you guessed it — plenty
of muddy water.

OBSTACLE ACTIVITIES
COMMANDO NET
COMMANDO NET activity is designed to test your physical
strength over the course and help you to be one with your mind
and body ,feel proud to share the feeling .

SPIDER NET
SPIDER NET ACTIVITY It is the problem solving activity
for teams, which requires the entire team to manage their
differences it requires commitment, it’s very physical without
being strenuous, and it’s fun.

VERTICAL ROPE
VERTICAL ROPE challenge yourself while having fun
along the way or compete with your friends and colleagues!
Gain mental strength and confidence maneuvering across the
entire course.

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
BORNFIRE / CAMP FIRE
A bonfire is a large and controlled outdoor fire, used either
for informal disposal of burnable waste material or as part
of a celebration.
Karaoke
While you need not be the "best" singer at the competition,
and you certainly don't need to be professionally trained,
those things won't hurt you. Karaoke contests...

RIDE ACTIVITIES
TRACTOR & BULLOCK RIDE
It is sometimes difficult to find
fun activities to do with the kids but here
are some really great ways to make sure
they stay entertained and have fun at
your Easter...
TRACTOR RIDE

BULLOCK RIDE

ADUANTURE ACTIVITIES
SKY-CYCLING
Sky-cycling is a pretty common hobby amongst the people of India.
... Sky cycling is a perfect activity for those who are fond of
adventures

TREE ROPE
TREE ROPE become high ropes certified outdoor fun for kids,
outdoor gym, tree rope, high ... ropes courses make for a great
corporate team building activity

BURMA BRIDGE
Burma bridge this is a fun activity for those wanting to try
something new. The burma bridge consists of a long rope bridge that
has been suspended at a height.

ROCK CLIMBING
Rock climbing is a sport in which participants climb up, down or
across natural rock formations or artificial rock walls. The goal is
to reach the summit of a formation or the endpoint of a usually predefined route without falling.

ZIP LINE
A ZIP LINE is a device that allows a person to slide down an
inclined wire or rope. The process uses gravity to propel the user.

PAINTBALL
This paintball activity is sure to give you the best experience of your
life as you plan with your team.

ATV CART
ATV CART this activity involves riding a three to four wheeled
vehicle with a handle bar for steering control and a seat for the
operator. The vehicle moves on low pressure tires and is meant to
offer a lot fun and excitement to its riders.

Trekking
Trekking Is An Outdoor Activity. It Is a Form of Walking,
Undertaken With the Specific Purpose of Exploring and Enjoying the
Scenery

SERVICES
JUNGLE SAFARI
Trekking Is An Outdoor Activity. It Is A Form Of
Walking, Undertaken With The Specific Purpose Of
Exploring And Enjoying The Scenery.

CYCLING Is A Healthy, Low-Impact Exercise That
Can Be Enjoyed By People Of All Ages, From Young
Children To Older Adults

Ashok Villa Resort Gives You Gypsy Army Vehicle
Ride For Jungle Safari. In It You Can Full Fill Your
Dream.

Sight seens
MAHABALESHWAR TEMPLE
The distance of ashok villa resort mahbaleshwar temple it’s
only 13KM.

WILLSON POINT
The distance of ashok villa resort to willson point it’s only 10KM

BOMBAY POINT
The distance of ashok villa resort to bombay point IT’S only

14km.

VEENA LAKE
The distance of ashok villa resort to veena lake IT’S only

14km

PRATAPGARH FORT
The distance of ashok villa resort to Pratapgarh fort it’s only

14KM.

ELEPHAN’TS HEAD POINT
The distance of ashok villa resort to elephant's head point it’s only

22KM.
LINGMALA WATERFALL
The distance of ashok villa resort to lingmala waterfall it’s
only 5.7KM

KRISHNABAI TEMPLE
The distance of ashok villa resort to krishnabai temple
it’s only 12KM

THERE IS A PICUP & DROP FACILITY FROM MAPRO GARDEN OR BIODIVERSITY PARK TO ASHOKVILLA RESORT.

BIO- DIVERSITY PARK
The distance of ashok villa resort to bio –diversity park
it’s only 800M

MAPRO GARDEN
The distance of ashok villa resort to – mapro
gardens it’s only 2.4KM

RESORT ADDRESSASHOKVILLA RESORT,AT BHUTEGHAR,NEAR MAPRO
GARDEN,,BIO-DIVERSITY
PARK,PANCHGANI,MAHABALESHWAR RD
STARA,MAHARASHTRA-412806.

CORPORATE ADDRESSFLAT NO-1,PUNYODHYA APARTMENT,OPPOSITE
COPACABANA HOTEL,VISHAL NAGAR,PIMPLE
NILKH,PUNE-411027

 ashokvillaresort.bpointer.in

 ashokvillaresort@gmail.com

